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Abstract 
A generalization to the waveiet packet case of the semi-orthogonal wavelets given by C.K. Chui is presented and 
a simple numerical algorithm for their practical evaluation is developed. To provide a motivation, it is shown how, using 
these new bases, the least-squares approximation problem in a multiresolution space can easily be solved by means of an 
efficient parallel algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of approximating a functionfe L2(R) by its orthogonal projectionfj on a subspace 
Yi which belongs to a multiresolution analysis of L’(R) is frequently encountered in many areas of 
scientific applications. If the scaling function 4, generating the multiresolution analysis, is such that 
the set I~jk: k E Z), with $jk(~) = ,/Yc#I(~‘.Y - k), IS a Riesz basis of %I, a least-squares problem has 
to be solved to evaluate the coefficients {cjk} of the expansion of,fi(.x) on the basis of $5; that is, 
where @j(x) and cj are the bi-infinite vectors 
@j(X) = 
4j.- 1(-y) 
4j.0tx) 
dj.-t(x) 
Cj = 
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It is well-known that a very general method to evaluate the coefficients (cjk) is 
where &jk(.X) = J2JJ;(2’.x - k), and 6 is the dual scaling function [ 11. Nevertheless, as usually the 
numerical evaluation of 4 is not an easy matter, and in view of a possible future extension of this 
approach to the approximate solution of certain operator equations [6-S], we do not use the dual 
function 4 for the computation of the coefficients ‘(a. t ,k ) , but we consider a suitable decomposition of 
the space Yj in such a way that the coefficients (<.jk { can be evaluated directly by an efficient parallel 
algorithm. This means that instead of solving the normal equations, 
(@j* @J)Cj = (@j-f), (3) 
we consider a semi-orthogonal wavelet packet decomposition of the space Yj. This leads to the 
splitting of the Gram matrix into an equal-sized block diagonal form. The parallel solution of the 
corresponding independent subproblems gives us the wavelet packet decomposition of the approx- 
imationf;, whose coefficients 1~~~) can then easily be computed using the wavelet packet extension 
of the usual reconstruction algorithm due to Mallat [3]. 
The paper is organized as follows: in the first section we briefly review wavelets and multiresolu- 
tion analysis and give some notations; in Section 2 we point our attention on the known theory on 
semi-orthogonal wavelet decomposition and we introduce non-orthogonal wavelet packets. Our 
main results are stated in Section 3, where we construct and characterize semi-orthogonal, 
compactly supported, wavelet packet bases, and give a practical algorithm to evaluate the 
corresponding two-scale sequences. The application of these new bases to the approximation 
problem together with numerical considerations and examples are then given in Section 4. 
2. Multiresolution analysis and wavelets 
A nested sequence of closed subspaces “I. j E Z, of L’(R) defines a nudtiwsolution anulysis of 
L’(R) if the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) ‘.. c Yll C Y 11 C ‘lo C Y; C ri.. 
(2) (JJtzYj = L’(R) and njt~~, = (0). 
(3) L.(S)E Yjotq2x)c YJ+,, jEZ. 
(4) A .sc~u/iny,function C$ E Y, exists such that the set :c#I(. - k): k EZ~ is a Riesz basis of 9’0; that 
is, there exists two constants A and B. with 0 < A < B d ^s,, such that 
for all bi-infinite square summable sequences (c~ 1. Then. by setting 
4jk(.Y) = 2’ 24(2j.~ - k) 
it follows that the set of functions (+jk: k EZ) is a Riesz basis of Yi 
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Let Yj‘be a complementary space of YJ in YJ+, , such that $I- r = Yi i %i (direct sum notation). 
It follows from the above properties l-4 that 
A function I/I E Yid is a MUU+~ if the set ($( - k): k E Zl is a Riesz basis of %O. Obviously, the set 
{$jk( .) = 2’12~(2’. - k): k EZ] is a Riesz basis for r”;. As C#J E $0 c $ ; and $ E %G c YY;, there 
exists two /‘-sequences [hk) and [all, called two-scale sequences, that describe the two-scale 
relations: 
c$(s) = 1 h,c$(2x - k). 
ktZ 
$(A-) = c \t~/&(2.Y - k). 
h s% 
Taking the Fourier transform of (4) yields 
(4) 
(5) 
where we have used the notation 
for the t\t+sc,nlr .s~w~~o~s H(z) and W(z). It is evident that if the scaling function C#I is compactly 
supported, the corresponding two-scale sequence (hk) is finite and the two-scale symbol H is 
a polynomial. Moreover, starting from a compactly supported scaling function 4, with a suitable 
choice of W. it is possible to construct a compactly supported wavelet $ such that the direct sum 
decomposition is also an orthogonal decomposition, namely the space T?; is the orthogonal 
complement of Y 0 in Y ; : Y ; = Y 0 0 %i. To obtain such an orthogonal decomposition, we make 
use of the generalized EulerFrobenius Laurent polynomial [l] 
which, by using the Poisson Summation Formula, can be written as 
kt% 
Due to the fact that (d(. - I\): k EZ~ is a Riesz basis of $0, we have E6((ep’“) # 0 for all 
(!I E R. 
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3. Bi-orthogonal and semi-orthogonal wavelets 
It is well known that, by defining 
~~e.W(z) = H(z) (-z) (9) 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the direct sum decomposition 
to hold is that the determinant 
AH,)i.(~) = drtM *.&) f 0, I,'/ = 1. (10) 
i.e. this determinant netler canishes on the unit circle. Furthermore, this condition ensures that the 
family I$(. - k): k E Z), defined by the two-scale relation (4), is a Riesz basis of %i. Relation (10) is 
also crucial for the definition of bi-orthogonal wavelets. In fact, if we define the dual scaling 
function 4 and the dual wavelet $ in the Fourier domain as 
l&c!,) = A(z)$(42), 
&'I) = B(z)&toi2), I=( = 1. 
(11) 
where the dual two-scale symbols ,4(z) and B(Z) satisfy the duality relations 
H(z)A(z) + H(-z)A(-z) = 1, 
(12) 
W(z)B(z) + W(-z)B(-z) = 1, 121 = 1. 
then a necessary condition for the bi-orthogonality of the multiresolution spaces, that is to have 
YIL~~ and YTLTY~, is that 
M;,,(z)M,.,(Z) = !Mff&)M~.&) = 1, (ZI = 1. (13) 
For (13) to hold we need 
W(-z) - 
A(z) = ~ B(z) = 
-H(-z) 
AH. w (4 ' 4v.d~) ' 
IZI = 1, 
On the other hand, if H and A are assigned two-scale symbols, which are dual according to (12), the 
following theorem (given by Chui in [ 11, p. 148-J) completely characterizes bi-orthogonal wavelets. 
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Theorem 1. Let H und A he dual two-scale symbols as in (12). Then the two-scale symbols W and 
B with coeflc’ient sequences ( wk 1 and ( hk , 1 E 1’ (i.e., belonging ro Wiener class) satisfy (13) ifand only if 
they are chosen from the class 
W(z) =2-l A( -z)K(z’), 
B(z) = zH( -z)Kp1(z2), 
where K(z) # 0 on 1 z 1 = 1, and K(z) belongs to Wirner class. 
(14) 
The generality of relation (14) can be used in some cases to obtain something more than 
bi-orthogonality. In fact, if the dual symbol A can be chosen as 
A(r) = Qz2) E(z) H($, 
the expression for the wavelet symbol W becomes 
-- 
W(z) = 3 - 1 E(--) H( J)K(=‘). E(z2) 
Then the choice 
(16) 
K(z) = - zE( -z) 
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1 and at the same time yields 
(17) 
W(I) = - zE( -z)H( -2). (18) 
This wavelet two-scale symbol defines a semi-orthogonal \z?az.elet [ 11; it means that the multiresolu- 
tion spaces Yli and #j- Yj and 1; are identical. namely $$j E #j, :‘I = Y: for all j E 2. From the 
orthogonal decomposition 
we obtain an orthogonal decomposition for L’(R); that is, 
Moreover we obtain that if the scaling function 4(x) is compactly supported with support [0, m], 
the wavelet $(.Y) is also compactly supported with support [0,2m - 11. 
A typical application of this theory is the construction of the semi-orthogonal spline wavelets 
given by Chui and Wang in [2]. If we now use this semi-orthogonal wavelet basis for the solution of 
our original approximation problem, we see that the Gram matrix presents the block diagonal 
form shown in Fig. 1, where the diagonal blocks are of decreasing size. This is not a suitable form 
for the realization of an efficient parallel algorithm because of the consequent work-load unbalance 
which reflects the unbalance of the wavelet decomposition tree shown in Fig. 2. 
It is necessary to further decompose the wavelet spaces, that is, it is necessary to work with 
wavelet packet bases. As the scaling function 4 does not give rise to an orthogonal basis, we cannot 
consider the orthogonal wavelet packets given in [4]. Nonorthogonal wavelet packets have been 
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Fig. 1. Gram matrix using semi-orthogonal wavelets. 
Fig. 2. Decomposition tree for semi-orthogonal wavelets 
defined by Chui and Li in [3] by means of the two-scale relations 
t,G2’(x) = c hk$‘(2s - k). 
keZ (20) 
* 2f-‘(.~) = 2 ~~~~(2s -k). I = 0. 1. _.. . 
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where $” = 4, and the sequences {h,), (M’~ 1 are the sequences of the previous semi-orthogonal case, 
Similar relations are then given for the duals, with the corresponding sequences {ak) and {bk). The 
wavelet packet basis defined by (20) generates a bi-orthogonal multiresolution in the sense that, 
with 
uy = {I);(. - k): k EZj. 
0; = -(l&y. -k): kEZJ, IlEZ+. 
where. as usual, I,!$(.Y - k) = , ?$“(2’. - k), we have, for .i E Z and for pj = 0. 1, . . , 
(21) 
(22) 
and 
UjmltiJI. 177 # n, 117. I7 E z i , 
(for details see [3. Theorem 21). 
(23) 
The decomposition tree can now be balanced (see Fig. 3), but we have lost the orthogonality of 
the spaces C:S; this prevents us to reach the aim we have in mind, as the structure of the Gram 
matrix using these bases is still not adequate to our goal. 
4. Semi-orthogonal wavelet packet bases 
The objective of this section is to define and characterize semi-orthogonal wavelet packet bases. 
Due to the practical importance of the problem. we will restrict ourselves to compactly supported 
scaling functions, in order to investigate the structure of wavelet packets with compact support. 
Fig. 3. Wavelet packet’s decomposition tree. 
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Defimtlon 1. Let {h, ,,, Ino be the finite support sequence which defines the compactly supported 
scaling function $“(x) generating a multiresolution analysis. Let { ~1: >, {a:) and {b:) be the 
12-sequences, I = 0, 1, . . . , whose corresponding symbols W’, A’ and B’ are admissible [l] and 
satisfy for each I = 0, 1, . . . , the relations 
H(z)A’(z) + N( -z)A’( -z) = 1, 
w’(Z)Byz) + Ivy-z)B’(-z) = 1, 171 = 1. 
Suppose the determinants 
LI~.~~~(~) = detM,,,~(z) # 0, 
dAl.B~(z) = detM,4i,Bt(z) # 0, 
jz( = 1 
(24) 
W) 
and the matrices A4H,Wl, M 
and (@) defined as 
.4~, By are inverses of each other. Then the sequences of L2-functions {I/‘} 
$z’+ ‘(x) = ~\V:lj’(2s - k), 1 = 0, 1, . . . . 
k 
and 
$yx) = 1 N@(2.Y - k), 
k 
J21+ ‘Lx) = 1 h:fJ’(2s - k). 1 = 0, 1, . . . , 
(27) 
k 
are said to be semi-orthogonal w&et packets (with the corresponding duals) if the multiresolution 
spaces Uy and fi,Y defined in (21) are identical, namely 
CT; = q G qyc;j nfm, n,mEZ+,jEZ. (28) 
If the sequences (\v: 1, 1 = 0. 1 . are of finite support, i.e. \%k 10 , ’ 1’ lNl the semi-orthogonal wavelet 
packets (t,V’ i have compact support. 
Of course for I = 0, (25) and (26) reduce to (10) and (4). We immediately have the following. 
Theorem 2. Let (t/f) he u semi-orthoyonul wacelet packet sequence us in Definition 1, und let Uj’, 
j E Z, be the linear spaces &fined by (21). Then 
(4 
(b) 
where bvith p, KY indicute the number of‘ decomposition steps@ the spaces %I (or Y;). 
Proof. Relations (29) follow immediately from Theorem 2 of [3], taking into account the ortho- 
gonality conditions (28). The use of (29) together with the orthogonal decomposition (19) 
gives (30). 0 
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In order to give a simple algorithm to construct semi-orthogonal wavelet packets, we need the 
following result. 
Theorem 3. Let {$“) and {&“I be the sequences offunctions de$ned as in (26), (27), which satisfy (24) 
and (25). Then a necessary and sufJicient condition for (28) to hold is that the orthogonality relations 
s 
+x (,,j2’(. - k), $li+l(. -m)) = px$ 21 (x - k)$2’+1(x -m)dx = 0 (31) 
are satisfied for any’ k, m E Z, 1 = 0, 1, . 
Proof. As U” = ($“(. - k): k EZ) and U2’+ ’ = (I,/?“+ ‘(. - k): k EZ) it follows immediately 
that (31) is equivalent to 
u*‘lu2’+‘, l= O,l, .., . (32) 
From (21). we have then 
~721~~T21-1 J J ’ 1=0,1..... jEZ. (33) 
Therefore (31) is necessary; that it is also sufficient comes from (33) used for consecutive values of 
jEZ. 0 
At each level j, the orthogonality of the spaces LrJ can be obtained by imposing the orthogonal 
even-odd splitting (21, 21 + 1) of the space Uf+ 1 according to the binary tree shown in Fig. 3; this 
result, together with the theory on semi-orthogonal wavelets, justifies the practical importance of 
the following. 
Theorem 4. Let *O(x) he a scaling function with,finite two-scale sequence, generating a multiresolu- 
tion analysis of L’(R) and suppose the set {$“(. - k):k E Z> is a Riesz basis of the space U,” = Vo. Let 
the sequence (I/‘(X)) be defined as in (26). Let the symbol W’(z) = 1/2&w:zk be chosen according to 
W’(z) = -c’zH( -z)El( -z), 1 = 0, 1, . . . ) 
where cl is a normalization constant and 
(34) 
(35) 
is the generalized Euler-Frobenius Laurent polynomial relative to $‘(x), 1 = 0, 1, . . Then 
(1) the wavelet packets I/I”(X), n = 1,2, . . . ? are all of compact support; 
(2) the,fumilies {$J(. - k): k EZ], n = 1,2, . . . are Riesz bases for the corresponding spaces Us; 
(3) the orthogonalitq~ relations ($ ‘l(. - k). $ 2’+ ’ (. - m)) = 0, k, m E Z, are satisjied for 
l=O.l, . . . . 
To establish the results stated in this theorem, we need the Fourier transform formulation of (26) 
given by 
lJ2’(to) = H(,-)&93/Z), 
ti -21-1(w) = W’(z)$‘(co/2). 
(36) 
and the following lemma: 
H(sv’(I)E’(3) + H( -z)W’( -z)E’( -1) = 0, I = 0, 1, . . . (37) 
Proof. We have 
(y:2’(’ - /c)- 1+P- ‘(’ - rn)) = 
i 
+ ‘lli”(s - ,)t,b2’+‘(s - rn)dx. 
c I 
Using the Parseval identity and the Fourier transform formulation (36) of the two-scale relations. 
we obtain 
I r-+ I 
(1//2’( - A), I/P - I(’ - /?I)) = - 
! 27-C , 
~~“((,,),~““(c,,)e~i(” ‘n)c)d(jj 
1 “7x 
-4 37-t H(e 
ilo Z+IW)) wlte- 
Y 0 
‘(“2~“,))l,~t/~+~,7)le-i(iiil)(ldr,), 
Splitting the sum into even and odd terms. using the periodicity of H(z) rind W’(z), and applying the 
Poisson Summation Formula yields 
This establishes that condition (37) is equi\,alent to (3X). A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(38) is, therefore. 
H(r)W’(:)E’(:) + H( -r,n-‘( -:)E’( -1) = 0. I = 0. 1, ._. . 
Hence, we have proved the lemma. p 
Using the previous lemma we can now pro\e Theorem 4. 
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Proof. Assertion (1) follows from the assumption of compactly supported scaling function 11/O, 
choice (34) and definition (26). In fact. for I = 0. we have 
WO(r) = - cOzH( -z)EO( -I), 
where H and E” are polynomials with finite coefficient sequences. Hence, W” is a finite two-scale 
symbol. From (26) we have therefore that $I is of compact support. Assuming now that $’ has 
compact support, we obtain immediately that $” has compact support. and from 
W’(z) = - c’:H( -z)E’( -2). 
using again (26). it follows that $‘I i ’ has compact support. To prove assertion (2) we only need to 
show that the wavelet packets (I,?“( * - k): k E Z) are Riesz bases for U”, II E Z, We prove this by 
induction. We know that [tj”(. - k): k EZ) is a Riesz basis for C”. In this case W” is the two-scale 
symbol of the semi-orthogonal wavelets. and it is well known that ($ ‘( . - k): k EZ) is a Riesz basis 
for I!‘. We now assume that ($‘(. - k): C;EZ) is a Riesz basis for C” and show that ($I’(. - k): 
kEZ: and [$“+’ (. - k): k E Z) are Riesz bases for C”’ and U2’+ ‘. For the induction hypothesis 
we have 
Then. using the Fourier formulation of (26). we have 
k 
Splitting the 5 
respectively. 
C~l~2~+l(c,,+2krr)l’ =CIpf~f(,-i(r13-hn) 2 
h 
) !I/,(; + kn)lt 
\- / 
ium into even and odd terms and using the periodicity of H(z) and W’(z), gives. 
h 
so by applying (39). we obtain 
c, [IH( + IH(-:)I’) < -&$“(PI + ‘krc) < c’,(jH($ + IH(-:) (40) 
From the properties of the two-scale symbol H and from the choice of W’ given by (34). together 
with the induction hypothesis that E’ is both zero-free and pole-free on I:/ = 1. we obtain from (40) 
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and (41) that there are four constants M, and ML, M2 and ,W;, 0 < M, < M; -=c +a, 
0 < Mz d 121; < + x, such that 
0 < c,M2 < &P” (cc, + 2k7t)12 < c,M; < x. (43) 
!i 
That is ($21(. - k): k EZ! and (I,//“+’ (. - k): k EZ) are Riesz bases for U” and U”+‘. 
(3) By Lemma 1 the orthogonality relation (31) is equivalent to the identity (37). This is easily 
proved by direct substitution. In fact. the choice 
satisfies this identity. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark. In addition to their theoretical content, the results stated in Theorem 4 are of numerical 
significance. In fact, (34) points out that, since the two-scale symbols W’, for each 1 = 0, 1, . . . , are 
the product of two polynomial symbols, the finite support sequences (w: ) i’ are simply obtained by 
the convolution of the corresponding finite polynomial coefficient sequences. Since the symbol H is 
given. it is thus important to find an efficient algorithm to evaluate, for each 1. the coefficients of the 
generalized Euler-Frobenius Laurent polynomial E’. This is given by the following. 
Lemma 2. Let $‘I he CI compactly supported sc~uliny jimction. and thr sryuence ($” ) he dtlfinrd 
according to (26). Then the,followiny two identities hold: 
E2j(e-ic’J) = IH(z)12E~(e~-iw2) + Iff-z)12El(-e-ic~ 21, (44) 
E”‘l(,-i,,) = I Mi’/(z)J’E’(e id) + , W/( -_)(?E’(-e-i”“), 
(45) 
1 = 0.1. 
Proof. The result follows by a simple application of the Poisson Summation Formula and of the 
Fourier Transform formulation of the two-scale relation (26). 0 
Relations (44) and (45) even if stated in the Fourier domain, can be seen as a computing tool to 
evaluate, with simple convolution operations followed by decimation, the coefficient sequences of 
all the generalized Euler-Frobenius Laurent polynomials relative to the w-avelet packet sequences 
M”’ , , starting from the coefficient sequence of the generalized Euler-Frobenius Laurent relative to 
the scaling function $O. 
A few remarks on concerning the stability of the wavelet packet sequence (rj” ) M = 1,2, . . . , are 
in order. The stability of the translates at one fixed scale and for each II is not a problem. as we have 
shown that the families (I&‘(. - k): k EZ~, II = 1.2. . . are Riesz bases for the corresponding 
spaces U,j’, ,j EZ. The real problem is the global stability of the sequence ($“). fr EZ+, when 
infinitely many $“‘s are considered. In fact. it is to be expected that combining the stability 
constants from all the space C’“, rr EZ+ leads to constants which blow up to zero and infinity on 
each side. On the contrary, if only finitely many t,V’s are used, it is always possible to combine the 
stability constants of the corresponding spaces U”. II = 0.1. , ic’. to obtain upper and lower 
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bound for the finite global stability condition. On the other hand, the requirement to consider only 
a finite number of wavelet packet spaces U”, n = 0, 1, . . , N is not limited to develop parallel 
algorithms as it is in accordance with the finite number of processors available in a multiprocessor 
machine. 
5. Numerical considerations 
We have already pointed out that an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is that the two-scale 
relations (26) defining the semi-orthogonal wavelet packets can be written as 
l+b2’(.u) = c hkljY’(2.Y - k), 
k=O 
5’ (46) 
$Y2’+‘(s) = 1 w;l+by2x - k), 1 = 0.1, . . . , 
k=O 
where N’ indicate the length of the two-scale sequences (tt$i :I. From (46) it follows easily that the 
wavelet packets are supported on the finite intervals [0, supp tin], and that for the right interval end 
point, we have the expression: 
supp $2’ = 1 no + .supp$‘+ ’ 1 2 ’ 
.yuppy)“’ 1 = 1 N’ + supp$‘+’ 2 1. 
where L x 1 denotes the largest integer not exceeding s. 
Moreover, from 
(47) 
W’(z) = - &H( -z)E’( -z) 
we obtain for each two-scale sequence length N’ the formula 
fv’ = no + 2supp~’ - 2. I = O,l, . . . (48) 
As an example. let us consider the semi-orthogonal spline wavelet packets generated by the 
cardinal B-spline of order 4, N,,,(S), m = 4. We have 
supp $” = 4 suppl)’ = 7 
.supp~)~ = 6 supp*” = 12 
.supp*4 = 5 suppI)” = 10 
supp$’ = 8 .supp$’ = 19 
As expected, the support grows when the index n increases, but it is interesting to point out that this 
growth is mostly theoretical. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4, the most significant part of the basis 
functions is approximately the same for each $“, n = 1. . . . .7. This fact has particular interest for 
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our numerical application. In fact. when, instead of solving directly the normal equations (3) for the 
B-spline functions, we consider the semi-orthogonal spline wavelet packets basis. we obtain for the 
Gram matrix the equal sized block diagonal form shown in Fig. 5. where each block is banded. If 
we consider equal 0 the elements whose absolute value is under the threshold of 10P6, the band 
length is approximately the same for all blocks. 
This yields a perfect arithmetic load balance among processors solving concurrently the different 
subproblems 
( v-J;- p.,. Yuli’r,,) +,,, = ( YJ’- ,,,‘, f’), I1 = 0. ,2p’1 - I, (49) 
where pj is the number of decomposition steps of the original space YJ = UT. 
After solving in parallel the subproblems (49). we have obtained the wavelet packet decomposi- 
tion of the approximation jj we are looking for: the coefficients CT can be then evaluated by 
recursively applying (see Fig. 6) the rec’onstruc~tio~r jbrmmlu 
cj-;+, = Hcjz’ i + WC;! ; l, i=P,i.Pj- 1, .O. I=O, ,.. ,2” - 1. (50) 
I .1 (Mk 1;’ as follows where H and W’ are Hurwitz matrices generated by the sequences (1.1~ ) ;;” and 
H  = (H;j)ijtz = (/7i-- ,,j)ijey, 
W’ = (Wij)ij;z = (‘t’:-z,j)ijez 
(51) 
Fig. 5. Gram matrix using semi-orthogonal wavelet packets. 
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Fig. 6. Wavelet packets reconstruction algorithm 
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Fig. 7. Analytic function (a) and approximation evaluated in Yi (b). 
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Remark. The semi-orthogonal wavelet packets given above are compactly supported, but this is 
not true for their duals, which are however of exponential decay. This is not a drawback as we do 
not make use of duals but evaluate the coefficient sequence of the approximation fj solving 
concurrently the subproblems (49) and then applying the reconstruction formula (50), where the 
finite two-scale sequences are used. It is worthwhile to note that the wavelet packet decomposition 
ofJ; obtained as an intermediate result can be of its own interest for such things as compression for 
filtering. 
As an example, the semi-orthogonal spline wavelet packet basis has been used for the parallel 
evaluation of the approximationfi of the functionf(.x) given in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 9 shows the wavelet 
packet components obtained in parallel with 8 processors (3 decomposition steps), and in Fig. 8 we 
show the approximationfj that, as expected. in identical to the one evaluated directly in the space 
Yi (Fig. 7b). No attempt was made to take advantage of the additional information given by the 
intermediate results to improve the quality of the approximation. 
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